A Star for Us
The Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) is a collaborative national center for plasma and fusion energy sciences managed by Princeton University for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). It is the only DOE Laboratory devoted to these areas and it is committed to being the leading U.S. institution investigating the science of magnetic fusion energy.

Today, the National Spherical Torus Experiment-Upgrade (NSTX-U), the Laboratory’s flagship endeavor, is set to advance the worldwide quest for fusion as a safe, clean and virtually limitless source of energy for producing electricity. The original NSTX began operating in 1999 and our 21st century upgrade is poised to bring the world closer to the dawn of a bold new Energy Age.

This illustrated science booklet tells the story of the promise of fusion energy and the ambitious steps that are being taken to achieve it.
FROM CAVES TO SKYSCRAPERS, THE SUN’S POWER DEFINED OUR PAST AND SHAPES OUR PRESENT. ITS HEAT GIVES US HOPE. ITS LIGHT GIVES US REASON.

NINETY-THREE MILLION MILES FROM A SUN IGNITED BY THE UNIVERSAL POWER OF FUSION, THE WORLD OF HUMANS ORBITS AND SPINS IN SILENCE, DRIVEN BY MORTAL DREAMS.

AND NOW, THE TIME HAS COME FOR US TO MASTER THAT WHICH MADE US AND OUR WORLD, AND BUILD A FUTURE UNLIKE ANY OUR ANCESTORS IMAGINED.
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Imagine a new world where our urban ambitions yield new natural ecosystems.

Humanity’s accelerating hunger for lighting, transportation, and communication, integrated into a renewable reality.

Profiting from a bounty of electricity as limitless as the oceans.

A world free from the fears of an atmospheric carbon budget, where our children take up an intimate bond with land and sea...

It will be a world powered by a collaboration of smarter, cleaner technologies.

Where our abilities to see, move, and speak are amplified by a power more safe, plentiful, reliable—

And commonplace, than the energy industries of today.

Fusion technology, in particular, will deliver these promises, for it is the power of a star that created and sustains our world.

What more will we create when we take up this power in our industrious hand?
but with a magnetic field, a facsimile star could be wrought on earth. it would not be easy, it would take much time and great effort.

below the critical density of a chain-reaction, fusion is benign--a nuclear process consuming naturally abundant hydrogen, to generate harmless helium.

before we imagine the future, we must learn from the past.

at the atoms for peace conference in 1958, scientists shared their findings: fusion would be attained not by competition, but by collaboration.

at princeton university, lyman spitzer had already taken up the challenge.

the sun and the stars fused atomic nuclei under the crush of gravity, which couldn't be recreated on earth.

it could be done, in theory.

the quest for manmade fusion emerged from the arms race of the cold war, as superpower nations strived to unleash the power locked within atomic nuclei.


**2: Building a Star**

WITHIN THE SUN RUMBLES A FIERY GASEOUS PLASMA -- ATOMS HEATED TO 10 MILLION DEGREES CELSIUS, THEIR ELECTRONS BREAKING FREE TO EXPOSE CHARGED NUCLEI.

ON EARTH, WE HAVE NO MEANS TO OVERCOME THIS REPULSION WITH GRAVITY.

IF THE SUN'S GRAVITY CAN FORCE NUCLEI INTO A PROXIMITY A MILLION MILLION TIMES SMALLER THAN A CENTIMETER -- A TITANIC SHORT-RANGE NUCLEAR FORCE TAKES HOLD AND LIBERATES VAST ENERGIES LOCKED INSIDE NUCLEAR MASSES.

CREATING A PLASMA ISN'T A TECHNICAL CHALLENGE. WE CREATE PLASMAS RELIABLY INSIDE NEON LIGHTS, SELECT FLATSCREEN TVs, AND PLASMA GLOBES.

BUT THAT ISN'T SUFFICIENT TO ACHIEVE FUSION... FOR THE ELECTRIC REPULSION OF CHARGED NUCLEI DRIVES THEM APART.

YET WE CAN FIND OTHER MEANS TO CONFINCE, BRINGING LIKE NUCLEI CLOSE ENOUGH, LONG ENOUGH...

AND MAKE THEM FAST ENOUGH TO OVERCOME REPULSION, AND FUSE.

WITH A MAGNETIC FIELD, CHARGED HYDROGEN ISOTOPES ARE CLOSELY HELD INSIDE THE NATIONAL SPHERICAL TORUS EXPERIMENT (NSTX) AT A DENSITY THAT RAISES THE RATE OF FUSION--

PROVIDED THAT...

Building a Star

Within the Sun rumbles a fiery gaseous plasma -- atoms heated to 10 million degrees Celsius, their electrons breaking free to expose charged nuclei.

On Earth, we have no means to overcome this repulsion with gravity.

If the Sun's gravity can force nuclei into a proximity a million million times smaller than a centimeter -- a titanic short-range nuclear force takes hold and liberates vast energies locked inside nuclear masses.

Creating a plasma isn't a technical challenge. We create plasmas reliably inside neon lights, select flat-screen TVs, and plasma globes.

But that isn't sufficient to achieve fusion... for the electric repulsion of charged nuclei drives them apart.

Yet we can find other means to confine, bringing like nuclei close enough, long enough...

And make them fast enough to overcome repulsion, and fuse.

With a magnetic field, charged hydrogen isotopes are closely held inside the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) at a density that raises the rate of fusion--

Provided that...
Our natural sun is fueled by the fusion of hydrogen, to create gamma rays of light that take 100,000 years to break free, losing most of their deadly energies to emerge as a largely nourishing visible glow.

While the density of the sun can't be duplicated, we can make the nuclei faster with beams of energetic neutral atoms that transfer their kinetic power in nuclear collisions, heating the plasma to more than four times the temperature of the sun.

...different from the sun, built to serve our unique needs.

Holding this density for a long confinement time remains a key challenge.

Within this chamber on Earth a manmade star is thus lit...

The Sun, despite its cosmic scale, remains inefficient at fusion, while our earthborn star will create a power density 100,000 times greater.

The NSTX and its peer reactors across the world will be dark stars, their primary power carried forth not in light, but in neutrons.

But the NSTX fuses the hydrogen isotope deuterium, extracted from seawater, to create an ultrafast cloud of high energy neutrons that are trapped by a buffer, draining their energies into heat... to boil water and drive turbines of electricity.

When functional, it will be mankind's greatest engineering feat: heating seawater to create a grand surplus of electricity... from a plasma the size of a house.

The magnetic field pattern can contain the volatile trajectories of a rolling plasma.
Fifteen years of experiment and theory reveal how to reduce the ratio of outward plasma pressure versus inward magnetic pressure, doubling our ability to confine the unruly gas with a larger center stack magnet.

But this yields new complications.

At PPPL, the spherical torus design of the NSTX chamber was a critical step towards holding onto a stable plasma... and now it's time to upgrade.

Technical staff and engineers have worked around the clock to armor the NSTX-U into a structure of supreme static stability...

With the larger magnetic field, tremendous forces will run unchecked along the center stack, rending it and the NSTX-U to pieces...

The unearthly challenge to hold the superhot plasma more stably, begets a humbler challenge to hold its vessel more securely.

Seizing upon the center stack with a master's absolute grip, refusing to heed its twisting cries.

The key engineering challenge for stable fusion is increased confinement time.
In addition, the brand-new is now complemented with the reliable: A refurbished beamline from a 1990s project to heat the plasma further and make the triple product of density, confinement time, and temperature leap by a factor of ten.

NSTX-U, together with other tokamak and stellarator experiments around the world, are advancing the scientific theory needed to enhance this critical triple product.

Manmade fusion is a mighty vision, born of creative imaginations and upheld by intellects from a diversity of nationalities that encompass the US, the European Union, China, Japan, South Korea, India, Russia, and other nations.

It is the pinnacle of our scientific and engineering daring, summoning cosmic power in service of our quotidian needs.

It is an undertaking that demands our race unite as one, building professional trust across nations and throughout history, as its constituent components are shared and refined.

It is the hallmark of the scientific method and the engineering process, as our knowledge of the fleeting and experimental grows, informing theories to build the operational.

And finally achieve reliable, stable...
...STEADY STATE FUSION!
“Fusion has the potential to help with all the emerging challenges of this still-new century: energy independence, national economic competitiveness, environmental responsibility and reduction of conflict over natural resources.”

Stewart Prager
Director, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

“I would like nuclear fusion to become a practical power source. It would provide an inexhaustible supply of energy, without pollution or global warming.”

Stephen Hawking
Physicist and best-selling author of “A Brief History of Time”

“The challenge of global warming should stimulate a whole raft of manifestly benign innovations for conserving energy and generating it by ‘clean’ means (biofuels, innovative renewables, carbon sequestration, and nuclear fusion).”

Martin Rees
Physicist and Astronomer Royal of the United Kingdom